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Article Body:
For most people, the wedding is a very important event in their lives. The joining of two peop

Weddings are complex and memorable events. Weddings take extensive planning and good execution
One very effective way to establish a theme and create reminders of the memorable occasion is
¯
¯
¯
¯

The label can be designed to celebrate the occasion with quality designed artwork that re
The drinking water in the bottle is refreshing and healthy
Many of the participants will save the water as a memory of the event
The private label water can be combined with other items to create memorable party favors

Private label drinking water affords a wedding planner the ability to create a custom designed
Personalized Bottled Water Memories

Personalized bottled water is an excellent way to preserve the memory of the wedding event. Wi

The technology is available to create a cost effective, high-quality personalized label that i

Often referred to as consumable advertising, personalized bottled water can include graphics a

An important feature of branded drinking water is the long term nature of the message. Many pe
Create a Personal Message and Brand

Although brand creation has been identified in the corporate world, individuals can also creat

The key to the creation of an effective message is through the development of a unique and foc
The Element of Quality

An overriding feature in the creation of personalized bottled water is the consideration of qu
¯ Quality of water
The basic element of private label bottled water is, of course, water.

However, there are man

¯ Quality of packaging

Since personalized bottled water combines health, refreshment and advertising, the packaging c
¯ Quality of labeling design, printing and application

The label is the most significant part of private label drinking water; the message must be co

All labels should be waterproof and preferably laminated to ensure a long service life.
What to Look For In a Private Label Water Supplier

Personalized bottled water has become increasingly popular for personal life style events. Thi

Quality is critical because the label serves as a statement for the individual. If any portion

Reliable vendors with a reputation for quality, customer service and the ability to design lab
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